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Guests: Anne Hamilton, Carla Sofka, and David LaMotte 
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GH: Dr. Gloria Horsley 

HH: Dr. Heidi Horsley 

AH: Anne Hamilton 

CS: Dr. Carla Sofka 

DL: David LaMotte 

 

Opening Announcement: Welcome to Healing the Grieving Heart, with your hosts the 

mother/ daughter team of Dr. Gloria Horsley and Dr. Heidi Horsley. Dr. Gloria and 

Dr. Heidi have devoted their lives to helping individuals move forward after a profound 

lost and each week share stories of hope and understanding. They dedicate their show 

to their son and brother Scott and to others who have lost loved ones. Now join Dr. 

Gloria and Dr. Heidi and share the journey from grief and loss to hope and renewal.  

 

GH: Welcome to our show. I‘m Dr. Gloria Horsley with my co-host -- 

 

HH: Dr. Heidi Horsley.  

 

GH: Each week Heidi and I invite you to join us and our inspirational guests as we 

discuss stories of loss, hope and recovery. These shows are brought to you by the Open to 

Hope Foundation, whose mission it is to promote healing after loss and by listeners like 

you. We also invite you to join the Open to Hope Family by visiting our websites, blogs, 

and YouTube channel where you‘ll find inspiration articles, poetry and grieving tips to 

support you on your journey of hope, loss and recovery. If you‘re listening to our live 

Thursday internet show you can call Heidi and me on the show by calling our number 1-

866-472-5792, that‘s 1-866-472-5792 with questions or comments regarding a loss in 

your life. These shows are archived on our blog, theGriefblog.com as well as 

Compassionatefriends.org website, and all shows can be downloaded on iTunes and some 

transcripts are available through thegriefblog.com. 

 

GH: Well Good morning, Heidi. 

 

HH: Good morning, Mom.  

 

GH: You know, we may have a little delay today. I‘m not sure because I am in London, 

England, and where are you Heidi? 

 

HH: I live in Manhattan, so I‘m in Midtown Manhattan.  
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GH: And our studio‘s in Arizona. So… 

 

HH: What about our guest? 

 

GH: Yes, our guest is Anne. Hi, Anne, where are you? 

 

AH: Hello, I‘m in Quakertown, Pennsylvania, Bucks County.  

 

GH: Quakertown, Pennsylvania. Irene Collins, the person who listens to all our shows -- 

she‘s our right hand person and she does a lot with The Grief Blog and a lot for us -- one 

of the things she said is, ―It‘s kind of tough on the listener when you guys interrupt each 

other,‖ but we‘re not sure how else to do it, are we, Heidi? 

 

HH: Well, the problem is we can‘t see each other, so Anne and my mom and me, we 

don‘t know when a person is going to speak. So, yes, there is some over-talk and we‘ll try 

to minimize that, but we do talk over each other sometimes. We get excited. (HH and GH 

laugh.) 

 

GH: Before we introduce Anne on the show -- and we‘re going to have a great show 

today, Heidi, with Anne Hamilton and Carla Sofka and also David, how does he say his 

last name, LaMotte? 

 

HH: LaMotte.  

 

GH: Yeah, David LaMotte, who has written a song for Carla. So we‘re going to have a 

really interesting show this morning -- Before we get started with the show, Heidi, I just 

wanted you to talk a little bit about what‘s going on with our YouTube.  

 

HH: Okay, as many of you know (ones that have listened before to the show) we have 

done 75 YouTube spots and we did them at the Association of Death Education and 

Counseling, and they‘re really wonderful and we are starting to put them up. We have 

about a dozen up. One of them is from Carla Sofka who‘s going to be on the show today, 

and another one is Kay Fowler who has lost three sisters. And they‘re really moving and 

they‘re very short, so you can go onto the YouTube site. They‘re three to five minute 

clips and they‘ve got, a lot of pictures with them and music, etc, and it talks about finding 

hope again after loss.  

 

GH: And all you have to do to get there is go to YouTube.com/opentohope and there you 

are with all of them. You can also access them through our other site. 

 

HH: You can go right to the Open To Hope site and access our YouTube site. 

 

GH: And we have got a great editor, haven‘t we, Heidi?  
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HH: She is wonderful and she‘s my baby sister. Yes, Heather Horsley Johnson is doing 

all our edits and putting in the photographs and the music, which I think really makes 

these videos come alive, and gives spaces to those that have died, which is really helpful.  

 

GH: What else does she do, Heidi? It reminds me what we should have people sign up 

for, right?    

 

HH: She‘s also our newsletter editor, so she edits our newsletter, yes, Mom, thank you. 

And yes, please sign up for that because you‘ll get updates on everything the Foundation 

is doing and on all the shows we‘re doing during the year.  

 

GH: And we‘re also happy to have you send information in of things that you‘re doing 

for us to put in the newsletter and put on our site. We‘re very interested in having this be 

an open community.  

 

HH: Yes, if you know anything related to grief, loss and healing, please let us know so 

that we can advertise it and let the grieving community know that there are places out 

there that they can go. 

 

GH: Absolutely, so sign up for that newsletter and also remember we‘ve got a donation 

site there. You can help us put on these shows, and with all the other work that we‘re 

doing. We really appreciate the support people have given us through that. All right, 

Heidi would you like to introduce our guest today?  

 

HH: Sure, I‘d love to. Our guest today, as we said, is Anne Hamilton and our topic is 

Healing Through the Arts. Anne Hamilton uses the arts to help herself and her clients 

move through the grieving process. She tells us that by becoming actively engaged and 

expressing yourself after loss and pulling out what is inside of you, you can again find 

your place in the world. Anne is an author, teacher, and playwright. Welcome to the show 

Anne.  

 

AH: Thank you very much, I‘m glad to be here.  

 

GH: It‘s great to have you on the show Anne. You‘re also one of our writers for the Open 

to Hope Foundation, right? 

 

AH: Yes, I really enjoy that. I really enjoy writing articles that are very specific and can 

help other people as they are going through loss.   

 

GH: Great. Heidi and I were talking about it today because we think that you have had a 

loss that is pretty much discounted in the world - or people really don‘t really get 

involved with it. You had told us that you lost your friend, Curtis. He was killed in a head 

on collision car crash in 1979?  

 

AH: Yes, that‘s correct.  
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GH: And who was he, who was Curtis? How old were you, and where were you then?  

 

AH: Well we were both in Central Jersey and I was sixteen and he was seventeen and we 

had just done a school play. We had just done WEST SIDE STORY and I had played 

Maria and it was a glorious, quite a glorious, experience. And then he graduated. He was 

a man who was very full of life. I mean he had so much spirit that his body could hardly 

hold it all. And he was going to the movies one day after graduation, by the way with my 

boyfriend who was driving the car at the time -- the three of us were almost inseparable -- 

And they had a car crash and Curtis died. And…it was…heartbreaking. I became 

emotionally frozen - I couldn‘t eat for almost a week. It really was one of the most 

significant events of my life, and it still impacts me.  

 

GH: Your boyfriend, was he okay? What happened? 

 

AH: Yes, he survived, yes.  

  

GH: And how did he deal with the whole thing? Did you have to help him through it?  

 

AH: Well, you know sometimes things like that bring you together, but in our case it 

drove us apart, and we broke up. He went off to college. He became a doctor, an ER 

doctor as a matter of fact, so something good, maybe, came out of it. And then I‘ve made 

a career of really helping people express themselves as a dramaturg, and script developer. 

 

GH: Well, talk a little bit about [that] – first of all, tell us a little about that word 

―Dramaturg‖. 

 

AH: A Dramaturg is a literary advisor and a historical advisor. I trained at Columbia to 

learn how to help playwrights develop their work. And I help playwrights develop their 

work pre-production and during production. It‘s a wonderful, wonderful profession 

because I‘m learning about all kinds of topics and really helping each author. [I] like 

providing a safe place for each author to experiment and to develop, while also being 

very enthusiastic and supporting their work. 

 

GH: Now talk about yourself. 

 

HH: What‘s interesting to me, Anne, is that both you and your boyfriend went into fields 

as a result of this loss. You said it was one of the most significant things that ever 

happened and I‘m wondering if you felt supported by the community at large, because 

what my Mom and I hear is teens often say is that people minimize the loss of a friend. 

 

AH: No. I did not feel supported in almost any way, whatsoever. I mean it was the 70s; 

there was nothing in place in the 70s really to help people cope. There was certainly no 

specialized treatment for teens who had lost anyone. My family didn‘t know how to deal 

with it, and there was all this love that was expressed, or I don‘t know, expressed or 

repressed - I don‘t even know - towards this person that I loved so much, who was taken 

all of a sudden. 
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HH: And one of the issues is for teens that lose friends is you go home and your family‘s 

not grieving because it‘s not their loss, it‘s yours.  

 

AH: That‘s correct.  

 

HH: They‘re in a different place, oftentimes.  

 

AH: Yes, and they feel for you. I know my father felt for me, I know my mother did and 

everyone around me. My brother was also friends with Curtis. It was just not anything 

that any of us went through together. It was a very lonely time. 

  

GH: Yeah, and talk about being frozen. I know that goes on with your clients.[Talk 

about] how to help other people unfreeze.  

 

AH: Well, I think I felt so much inside. I felt so kind of desperate to understand this thing 

that had happened and why [it had happened]. Just the physical and emotional and 

spiritual absence of that person, of Curtis, was very devastating. And at the same time, 

my body and my mind became frozen - it was a physical reaction. Yet things were going 

on [toward the future], and I had to find a way to really loosen up and keep going. And so 

what I did was I kept singing (I had done a whole lot singing and acting onstage). I kept 

writing. I had been journaling for years, so that helped me. I wrote a lot in my journal. 

Yeah. But still, when I was with anyone, I was completely shut down - socially I was…I 

felt shut down. And I was shut down.  

 

GH: And so now you use that experience to help other people.  I want to talk to you when 

we come back from break about some of the things you‘ve done. I know now, [there is a] 

play you‘ve written: ANOTHER WHITE SHIRT. 

 

AH: Yes. 

 

GH: Does that have something to do with Curtis? 

 

AH: It has everything to do with Curtis, because that moment of losing him -  actually the 

moments, the days and days of aftermath of the loss - kind of lodged inside my heart, 

inside my chest, and when a friend of mine, lost her husband accidentally, it brought 

everything back and I just started writing about my own loss. It‘s like I couldn‘t access 

the deepest parts of my own loss until I saw someone else go through it and I could have 

compassion.  

 

GH: Ah, good point for working with playwrights with losses. We‘re coming up on a 

break and I‘m Gloria Horsley with my co-host Dr. Heidi Horsley. Please stay tuned, to 

learn more about Healing Through the Arts with our, friend Anne Hamilton. You can 

reach us through the blog - thegriefblog.com - as well as the Open to Hope Foundation 

Site. Please stay tuned for more.  
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(Commercials) 

 

HH: Welcome back to Healing the Grieving Heart. For those of you just joining, I‘m 

Dr. Heidi Horsley with my mom Dr. Gloria and we‘re talking with Anne Hamilton about 

Healing Through the Arts. Welcome back to the show, Anne and Gloria.  

 

AH: Thank you.  

 

GH: Thanks, Heidi. Well, we were just talking on break. I knew that it had been thirty 

years today since Anne‘s friend was killed in a head on crash - June 11
th

 of 1979 right?  

 

AH: Yes.  

 

HH: Wow, I was saying to Anne on break, what a wonderful tribute to Curtis to be on the 

show tonight.  

 

GH: Absolutely. And also, she had been in SHOW BOAT with him, right?  

 

AH: Not SHOW BOAT… 

 

GH: Oh do you know why I said SHOW BOAT? When my son was killed, the people 

who came up to the car before it blew up and was burned were in SHOW BOAT. And I 

always wondered if those two guys with their artistic temperament are out there 

somewhere. It must have been a horrendous experience for them.  

 

AH: Wow.  

 

GH: Yeah. But you were in WEST SIDE STORY with Curtis, right? 

 

AH: Mm-Hm. 

 

HH: And Anne‘s going to WEST SIDE STORY tonight.  

 

AH: Yes.  

 

GH: What a great tribute.  

 

AH: He was one of the Sharks. (All laugh). 

 

GH: Well, we‘ll be thinking of you tonight.  

 

AH: Thank you.  

 

GH: So talk to us a little bit about ANOTHER WHITE SHIRT. You wrote [a role 

called the] Ghost Angel. And they‘re both to do with loss, right? 
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AH: Yes, definitely. ANOTHER WHITE SHIRT is about how grief moves through the 

body, And the very core - the very, very core of this play - is a monologue that I wrote for 

a young girl named Mary (she‘s modeled after me) who has lost her best friend in a car 

crash. And she goes to the cemetery and she talks to him. She talks to his grave – to him 

in the grave – and she expresses a loss of mobility. She feels paralyzed, she can‘t eat, and 

of course she‘s very sad. And she also feels like she needs to forgive herself, or she needs 

him to forgive her for some reason - all these things.  When someone dies, all these 

[things go through your mind]. Well when Curtis died - I felt guilty, you know [I kept 

asking myself] why didn‘t it [happen to me?]… why wasn‘t it me?  There‘s this need for 

forgiveness as this blame is going around, and nothing is logical, it‘s all emotional. So 

much of it is irrational. 

 

GH: Now you actually dance in this and sing? 

 

AH: Well, actually it‘s half dance, and I call it a Chamber Play with Dance because when 

I was thinking about the theme of how grief moves through the body, I realized that you 

can‘t really express in words the experience of how you‘re healing. It‘s really about 

healing - you have to deal with grief in order to heal, so however anyone can express that 

grief, it‘s a good thing. For some people it‘s dance, for some people it‘s writing and for 

some people it‘s acting or painting or sculpting. You know, sometimes you have to get 

your fingers into that clay… 

 

HH: What if you want to punch the clay and really work through your emotions?  

 

AH: It‘s true, yes. I found that my emotions were much more strong in past times, but the 

legacy is still with me. [I have] a little bit of a core of sorrow, a core of ―What if? What if 

he had lived?‖ And I think it‘s very healthy, for anyone who‘s had a loss to think about 

alternatives: ―What would life have been like if that person had lived?‖  

 

GH: And you can write about it? You know, one of the things that comes up for me is 

that you were in the theatre before Curtis died. But my question is, ―Can I sing if I‘ve 

never sung? Can I write if I‘ve never written? Can I try to sculpt?‖ 

 

AH: Yes. 

 

GH: I mean, can I take that risk?  

 

AH: I think you have to take the risk. Not only can you, but you have to. For your own 

sake. You can try anything new, you know. You must, we must keep trying new things 

after someone we loved died, because what‘s killed in that moment of the death 

sometimes is a willingness to go on, a willingness to try anything new, because we think, 

―If I do this now, am I going to lose it?‖ So one thing that I would encourage everyone to 

do is to exercise your free will. Exercise your will to try something new. And people who 

were dancing and singing and painting, please keep it up. It‘s so important. And also [try 

being artistic] if you‘ve never tried it. I mean, everybody is artistic. It‘s part of our 
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cultural and anthropological makeup. We write, we paint, we tell stories. That‘s what it is 

- that‘s what we do - to be human. 

 

GH: What do you do when you are with a person who‘s a writer…what do you do when 

they‘re frozen? How do you move them? 

 

AH: Well, I can look at someone just through years of experience and [think of ways to 

help them]. Often what they‘re going through is not really what [it seems to be] about. 

Sometimes what‘s underneath - maybe one or two layers [deeper] - is what it‘s all about. 

And you need to break that up and get it flowing in order to resolve a problem that‘s sort 

of on the surface. I have a lot of trust with my clients - I really love them. I love what 

they‘re doing, in telling their stories. So I‘ll just be honest and I‘ll say, ―You know, this is 

the problem you‘re having with the play, but what I‘m thinking about is ‗Have you really 

thought about this [and I‘ll give an example]?‘ ‖  I‘ll bring up, maybe, a problem. For 

instance one time I was working with a man who wrote a musical and it was about 

gaining his father‘s [acceptance]. The character was trying to gain his father‘s 

acceptance. And I looked at the man and I found that he really loved his sons. And I said 

to him, ―I know this is a little unusual, but could we talk a little about fathers and sons? 

Could we talk about how you wanted to please your father growing up? And could we 

talk about how you feel about your sons?‖ 

 

GH: So if you‘re stuck, and if our audience is out there saying, ―I can‘t write‖, or ―I‘m 

stuck‖, or ―You know I‘m stuck in my grief‖, maybe what you need to do is find 

somebody like Anne, or maybe Anne, who can give you the different perspective or ask 

you a different question.  

 

AH: Yes. And it‘s always about going two or three levels deeper. The process is always 

facing what you don‘t want to face. That‘s the key to grief. I think the key to dealing with 

grief through the arts – Well, there are two things. One is you must be responsible for 

your own healing. You know, you must sort of rehabilitate yourself. You can‘t leave that 

to anyone else. You have to try everything you can on your own, for your own good. You 

can get, of course, get help. And the second thing is to really go to the deepest reality, the 

deepest truth within your soul, within yourself. And bring that out because that‘s where 

the foundation is. That‘s where the bedrock of the issue lies. It‘s sort of like therapy, you 

know.  It‘s so hard to speak about how you really feel when you‘re going through it. You 

almost have to trick yourself and say ―I know I don‘t want to talk about this, but it‘s good 

for me.‖ 

 

GH: Well that might be a good thing to say [to yourself if you‘re suffering] - ―I know I 

don‘t want to write about this so I‘m going to quickly write something about it.‖ 

 

HH: Sometimes it‘s also hard to describe things in writing—I mean describe them 

verbally - like describing the intensity of the pain after my brother died was not possible, 

because words would not have done it justice. But if someone like you had told me to 

show you, or kind of move my body in a certain way, etc., I think that may have been 

very healing.  
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AH: Absolutely. Bill T. Jones, the choreographer, did a marvelous piece. It‘s called 

STILL/HERE. And what he did was he gathered a group of people who had life- 

threatening illnesses, and he asked them to make a movement based on how they felt.  

He worked with these people for several weeks, and then he made a very beautiful dance 

out of it. You can find it on DVD.  It‘s called STILL/HERE.  

 

GH: But for our audience out there, maybe they will just want to move how they feel. I 

love that idea - of just turning on some music and moving the way we feel. I think we can 

all sing and dance.  

 

AH: Yes.  

 

GH: In our own way for sure. Well, Anne, thank you so much for being on the show and 

how would people get in touch with you? 

 

AH: I have a website. It‘s Hamiltonlit.com. It‘s h-a-m-i-l-t-o-n-l-i-t.com. 

 

GH: And she has a wonderful article on the Open to Hope Foundation site about her 

friend Gerald Schoenfeld who recently died, right Anne? 

 

AH: Yes he did. I lost Gerry, yes. [I lost] two male figures in my life, whom I loved very 

much, and who were very important to me.                

 

GH: And you‘ve written about it for us, which is one of things you talked about - about 

how writing could be a wonderful thing. It‘s indeed a wonderful article. It‘s on the Open 

To Hope Foundation site. Thank you so much for being on the show Anne.  

 

AH: It was my pleasure, thank you very much.  

 

GH: And please stay tuned for our next segment. You can reach us through the Open To 

Hope Foundation and through TheGriefBlog.com. In our next segment, we are going to 

be talking with Carla Sofka and David LaMotte about museums.  

 

(Commercials) 

 

HH: Welcome back to Healing the Grieving Heart. For those of you just joining us, 

today we are talking about Healing Through the Arts and our second guests are Dr. Carla 

Sofka and David LaMotte. Carla Sofka is an Associate Professor of Social Work at 

Sienna College in Loudonville, New York. She has an interest in how museums serve as 

healing spaces for people who are dealing with major public tragedies. On the show we 

will debut the song, ―A Place To Go‖, written by David LaMotte to honor those who died 

in tragic events. We will discuss with David how he came to write this song. David is 

calling in today from Brisbane, Australia. Welcome to the show, Carla and David, and 

Gloria.  
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GH: Hi, Carla and David, it‘s good to have you on the show today.  

 

CS: Thanks for having us.  

 

DL: Sure – it‘s a pleasure to be with you.      

 

GH: We particularly appreciate your calling clear in from Australia at two o‘clock in the 

morning. Wow.  

 

DL: Well it‘s nice to be home in the US in some sort of virtual way at least. 

 

GH: (Laughs.) You said that you‘ve been a musician for years, so you‘re used to getting 

up in the middle of the night, huh?  

 

DL: That‘s right, two-thirty in the morning doesn‘t scare me. No problem. (Laughs.) 

 

GH: Okay well let‘s start a little bit here with Carla. Hi, Carla. Heidi and I met Carla at 

ADEC, the Association of Death Educators, and she told us about what she does and we 

were so intrigued with it, we asked her to come on the show. We also wanted to tell you 

that we have Carla on YouTube and we now have David‘s song ―A Place to Go‖, at the 

beginning of her YouTube spot, so you‘ll be able to hear more of that. See more of that 

on our YouTube site. We‘re excited about that. Well, Carla, tell us a little bit more about 

the work you‘ve done with museums.  

 

CS: Well, it all started back in the fall of 2002 when I got call from the history professor 

on my campus who thought that I should get in touch with the curator at the New York 

State Museum because Craig‘s job at the New York State Museum was to manage all of 

the sympathy materials from the 9/11 tragedy that were starting to come into the museum 

for a permanent home. And since I‘d had a long time interest in helping people who are 

grieving, the history professor thought it would be a perfect match for me to spend some 

time working with those artifacts and helping in any way I could down at the museum. 

Part of my volunteer job was to just spend time in the gallery of the 9/11 exhibit, at the 

permanent exhibit at the New York State Museum in Albany, and just kind of watch and 

see what I was seeing. And it was during that time of hanging out at the gallery when I 

first witnessed how people were using the exhibit as a place to come in and cope with 

their losses related to 9/11. I think that the most poignant example I saw of that was 

family who came in: two adult children and their mother came in and were spending time 

in front of a display case that had a portion of a sign of an office that was housed on 

about the 96
th

/97
th

 floor of one of the towers. And sadly, when the towers collapsed, their 

father and husband was on the floor of that building working for the Aon Corporation. 

And they really weren‘t able to recover any of his remains because he was just so high up 

in the tower. So they told me the story later that they didn‘t have a place to go to, a 

traditional place like a cemetery, and they wandered into this exhibit and discovered this 

sign that used to hang above the corporate suite of that company in one of the towers, and 

instantly asked if they could bring in a bouquet of flowers with one of this man‘s 

memorial cards to put on top of the case. And that‘s when I realized how significant 
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something as simple as a museum exhibit could be when it was targeted towards 

something like the events of 9/11.  I began studying how this happens not only in our 

gallery in Albany, but at some other important places like the World Trade Center 

Tribute Center in New York City and the Oklahoma City National Memorial and the 

monument for the bombing that happened in 1995. 

 

GH: And so how did you get David involved? 

 

CS: Well, it was interesting. I was at a conference on Restorative Justice in Texas in the 

summer of 2007, so you have to fast forward quite a few years. The organizers of that 

conference did a brilliant thing. They hired David to come in and just sing his music 

before every keynote presentation, and then he gave a concert one evening as part of the 

conference. I was listening to him sing. His voice is incredibly beautiful and the way he 

writes his songs, the words are very, very powerful. So I had this somewhat crazy idea of 

having a conversation with him to find out if people hired him to capture other kinds of 

things, because I thought it would be an amazing opportunity to try and write a song that 

would capture the power of museums as a place to heal, but also to educate the general 

public about what it‘s like for someone to experience a tragedy and how they need time 

to deal with that.  

 

GH: So David, what did you think when she approached you? 

 

DL: Well, it was really an intriguing idea. You know, I‘ve been a singer songwriter for a 

lot of years - put out about ten records of original music - but generally that comes out of 

my own life experience and little bits of inspiration that fall in here and there. [It‘s] a 

fascinating experience to have a topic like that to work from - and such an interesting 

topic. I mean, it‘s not a traditional kind of memorial in the [general] sense. There‘s been 

certainly a lot of songs written about 9/11, but they tend to focus on the tragedy of losses 

directly. So this song touches on that, certainly, but it‘s also specifically about the 

museums, as Carla said, a place to go, which ended up being the title of the song. 

 

GH: Right, and, and the song starts out with you talking about a man sitting in his kitchen 

basically seeing 9/11 on television, right? 

 

DL: Yeah, I think I tried to leave it sort of general, so it could be interpreted some other 

ways, but that‘s certainly what I was thinking about. 

 

GH: Right.  

 

DL: And I‘m a great believer in images, so I was just trying to put them out there.  

 

GH: Well you talk about a huge image for me. I can see his coffee cup dropping on the 

ground breaking - tremendous imagery. Why don‘t we hear some of that? Let‘s hear a 

couple of minutes of that and then we‘ll hear the rest of it when we go out of the show. 

Could we get that?  ―A Place to Go‖.  
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Song: ―A Place to Go‖ by David LaMotte 

Coffee in the kitchen. The morning talk show on.  

The network interrupted and all his thoughts were gone.  

Blue sky in the back. He couldn’t hear the sound.  

His coffee and his future lay scattered on the ground.  

 

The smell of smoke and ashes. Sear against his skin. 

 The photographs of faces that will not smile again.  

Takes a picture from his wallet and he soaks it with his tears.  

He didn’t get to tell her and he wonders if she hears.  

 

He needs a place to go to remember.  

A place to go to make him heal.  

He needs a place to go to hear the story or just to feel.  

 

And all these long years later, he finds himself surprised.  

An old song while he’s driving.  

The tears fall from his eyes.  

And it’s not like he’s not trying, but everything’s a cue.  

And now the anniversary will be coming up soon.  

 

We all know something, someone or somewhere safe.  

Somehow we have to name it. To claim it.  

 

GH: Oh, David that‘s an amazing song. Incredible. Really lovely. So what has happened 

with that, Carla and David? Where has the music gone, and have you gotten any feedback 

from it from people in the museum? 

 

DL: You mentioned that you‘re debuting it on the show here. It‘s really just being 

released now, so a couple of really neat things have happened with it already, but it‘s 

really, really just going out to the world as we speak.  

 

GH: Ah, that‘s great. Well, I‘m honored. I wasn‘t sure when Heidi said we debuted it if 

we did debut it, but we did. That‘s great. That‘s wonderful.  

 

CS: Yeah this was officially its first big public performance. It has been heard by some 

folks in Oklahoma City, and down at the New York State Museum, and they have a copy 

of it at the Tribute Center. I‘m not sure exactly what its journey will be like because they 

are being very careful, at least in Oklahoma City, to talk with the bombing survivors and 

the survivors of the people who died to find out and make sure that it‘s being handled in 

an appropriate manner. They‘re very good advocates of the survivors and the families and 

want to make sure that they‘re honoring their wishes in this process.  

 

GH: You know one of the things you say in there - ―Name it, Claim it‖ - David, I love 

that. Talk about that a little bit.  
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DL: That gets into your specialty more than mine, I guess, but my undergrad is in 

psychology, so my heart is pretty close to the work you‘re doing and I feel strongly that 

that is part of the healing process. Telling the story is such a powerful way to deal with 

the grief. 

 

GH: And music is an incredible way to do it. Well, one of the things I was thinking about 

these museums, Carla, in particular [is that] some of the 9/11 families and some of the 

Oklahoma Bombing families never received remains, so it‘s certainly a place to go from 

that point of view too, isn‘t it?  

 

CS: That‘s very true. I‘ve seen many, many [families], especially when I go to Oklahoma 

City, since that site has a fully developed outdoor symbolic memorial that has a physical, 

tangible place for every family to go, since they have 168 chairs in the actual site where 

the Alfred P. Murray building stood, and the names written on it, of every person who 

died on that day. On the anniversary, they have a memorial ceremony that‘s quite 

beautiful and it‘s very common for people to come - family members and friends who 

knew the folks who died - and to put flowers on their chairs, notes and letters. There were 

children who died that day, so of course you see stuffed animals and teddy bears and 

other things that are very personally connected with the memory of that person. And so 

it‘s incredibly powerful, although for the Oklahoma City bombing, they did recover the 

remains of everyone who died. It‘s very different down at the [World Trade Center] 

Tribute Center where there were of course, you know, lots of people who never had any 

physical, tangible evidence of that death. But yet the site is such a powerful place for so 

many reasons, because it was the place where they lost their lives. So it will be very 

interesting and important to see what happens in a permanent way on that site. And the 

Tribute Center now serves as a site where people can go. Especially powerful on that site 

is [that] they have a tribute gallery that has floor to ceiling photographs and mementos of 

people who died that day, so you really get a powerful sense of the incredible amount of 

loss that happened on that day.  

 

GH: Well, when we come back from break, I wanted to talk a little about for our 

audience out there, whose children did not die in those more public events, about an idea 

I have -- and that‘s a place to go for yourself for your own memorial, maybe even in your 

own home. I was thinking having David‘s song to play for your own memorial could be a 

very powerful thing. So when we come back from break, we‘re going to talk to Carla 

Sofka and David LaMotte again about ―A Place to Go‖. I‘m your host Dr. Gloria Horsley 

with my co-host Dr. Heidi Horsley. Please stay tuned for more.   

 

Commercials 

 

HH: Welcome back to Healing the Grieving Heart. For those of you just joining us 

today we are talking with Dr. Carla Sofka and David LaMotte about Healing Through the 

Arts. Welcome back to the show Carla, David and Gloria.  

 

GH: Thanks, Heidi. Well, your music is so fabulous and we‘re going to go out with it, so 

we‘re going to have a pretty short segment.  I just wanted to say - put in a pitch for this: I 
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know so many people have home memorials, even the 9/11 families you‘ve worked with, 

right Heidi? 

 

HH: Have home memorials? Yes, they do in fact some have eternal flames. They‘ve done 

amazing stuff in their homes, and they‘ve gotten a lot of things sent to them. And we also 

have a 9/11 museum here; well, an exhibit here on Central Park West right next to the 

[Natural] History Museum, which has a lot of archived things from the site as well, which 

is really powerful.  

 

GH: So there‘s places that you might want to go, but on the other hand, maybe you want 

to have your own place to go. I love the thought of using David‘s ―Place to Go‖ song. 

David, tell us about your website how people can find you. I know you‘ve done a lot of 

music so tell us about where we can find you. 

  

DL: Sure. All those songs are on ITunes, for starters, but my website is 

DavidLaMotte.com. If you can spell LaMotte you can get there. It‘s L-A-M-O-T-T-E. 

But, there‘s a great page for this particular song that is the whole history of the song, and 

allows people to buy it either digitally or in a hard copy on cd. It‘s on cdbaby.com.  

 

GH: And Carla was saying that all the proceeds go to the museum. 

 

CS: Yes, David has graciously relinquished all his rights to the proceeds and they‘re 

going to be distributed to the museums where the research was done that inspired the 

work.  

 

GH: How fabulous. And Carla, you were saying you‘d like people to get in touch with 

you?  

 

CS: I would really love to know if people are finding this useful or helpful and how they 

are using it. I think it‘s really important for people who do clinical work, and educators 

like myself, to have an appreciation and the sense for how music can help people who are 

grieving to cope. So the song, I think, is beginning its journey today with you all hearing 

it on the radio, and it would be an honor for me to get a sense of how it feels to you, if 

you find it helpful and how you‘re using it. Some of my professional colleagues in 

Albany from hospices are already telling me they‘re going to be using it in their work 

with individuals who didn‘t necessarily experience tragedy, but can all relate to some of 

the aspects of the grief that this song captures so well. And you can certainly send an 

email to me at cjsofka@yahoo.com and share whatever your comments are. 

 

CS: Cjsofka@yahoo.com.  

 

GH: And you can also get in touch with us and we‘ll get in touch with Carla for you. 

Well, we want to thank you so much for being on the show, David and Carla, and we‘re 

going to look forward to going out of the show with this music. We wanted to remind you 

that this is brought to you by the Open To Hope Foundation. I‘m your host Dr. Gloria 

Horsley. Next week we‘re going to have Eric Tomei on, and he has written a book, ―I 

mailto:cjsofka@yahoo.com
mailto:Cjsofka@yahoo.com
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Miss My Dad‖. Eric‘s the blog editor for the Open To Hope Foundation. And John 

Assaraf, he‘s the CEO of Coach One and the author of ―The Answer‖ and ―Having it 

All‖.  It‘s going to be a great show. Please stay tuned next week and I‘m your host Dr. 

Gloria Horsley with my co-host.... 

 

HH: Dr. Heidi Horsley. Carla and David, thank you for helping people heal through the 

arts.  

 

DL: Sure.  

 

GH: And now, thank you guys, we‘ll hear ―A Place To Go‖  

 

―A Place To Go‖ (Reprise) by David LaMotte. 
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